Abstract
Introduction
The aim of tissue engineering (TE) is to restore tissue and organ functions with minimal host rejection. There is a clear need to develop alternative options addressing tissue loss or organ failure; TE is seen as a future solution to solve the crisis of donor organs for transplant, which faces a shortage expected to only increase in the future. It plays an important role in life extension, not only on Earth, but for space exploration as well; long space missions would benefit from tissue engineering/organ growth combined with robotic surgery for extending lifetime of astronauts. Another use is in-vitro toxicology testing, as alternative for testing on animals.
TE prime components are scaffolds, cells and growth factors. Scaffolds (now in use for over a decade), act as a temporary extra cellular matrix for the cells to adhere, differentiate and grow. They provide role of (a) template pattern for growth, (b) active delivery of growth substances, or (c) blocking scar tissue from growing, in this way helping organ regeneration. Scaffolds are used to help growth of a diversity of cells, from bone (restoring form and function), to cartilage, to various organ specific tissues such as for heart, kidney, etc. Several important aspects related to (a) materials from which to make the scaffolds, (b) mechanical design and fabrication of the scaffolds -3D prototyping, (c) drug release ability (active system), smart scaffolds may sense cell status and release drugs at optimal times. Scaffolds are fabricated from either natural materials (collagen, fibrin) or synthetic polymers (polyglycolide, polylactide, polylactide coglycolide). They can be spongelike sheets, gels, or highly complex structures with intricate pores and channels [1] . Most of the temporary tissue scaffolds consist of biodegradable polymers whose physicomechanical, chemical and biological properties need to be tailored to meet application-specific requirements [2] .
Materials for biodegradable scaffolds include for example polycaprolactone (PCL) bioresorbable polymer (pure PCL as a first generation, PCL + other substances such as 20% tri calcium phosphate as second generation) supported for example by Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) rapid prototyping fabrication process (e.g. by 3D printing) to produce the scaffolds without a mould, customized scaffolds adjusted to the patient. The controlled 3D architecture with interconnected pores enables good cell entrapment, easy flow path for nutrients and waste removal and long term cell viability [3] , [4] . This paper makes the following two arguments:
(1) For reasons related to improved tissues growth, mechanical tissue stimulation is beneficial and hence (flexible) scaffolds with movable components (able to induce mechanical stimulation) may offer advantages over the (rigid) fixed ones; in addition to improved cell growth from physical/mechanical stimulation, additional benefits would be ability to increase size, while preserving shape, or changing shape.
(2) By making scaffolds flexible, allowing relative movement between their components, adding sensing e.g. for detecting response of cells to drug release, and to mechanical actions, building controls for drug release and movement, building even simple algorithms for mapping sensing to action, makes these structures -in factbiocompatible/biodegradable robots. Treating them as robots is a perspective shift that may offer advantages in the design and exploitation of these structures of the future.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the physiological rationale for employing movable scaffolds. Section 3 expands the idea of robotic scaffolds. Section 4 discusses some of the challenges of biocompatible/biodegradable robots.
The case for reconfigurable/flexible scaffolds
The influence of mechanical stress/loading on cell growth has been observed on all forms of cells. For example, for cartilages, studies in animals, tissue explants, and engineered tissue scaffolds have all shown that cartilage cells (chondrocytes) modify their extracellular matrix in response to loading [5] . Fig 1 illustrates the chondrocyte ECM production response to dynamics of physical environment (in vivo cartilage development) illustrating a clear benefit (better growth) when stressed. It has been shown, for example, that static and dynamic compression regulate PRG4 biosynthesis by cartilage explants [6] . (To give here an idea of compression patterns, these used articular cartilage disks, 24 h of loading, with 72 h of free-swelling, 6 or 100 kPa of static compression, with or without superimposed dynamic compression, 10 or 300 kPa peak amplitude, 0.01 Hz. Cartilage previously subjected to dynamic compression to 300 kPa exhibited a rebound effect, secreting more PRG4 than did controls, while cartilage previously subjected to 100 kPa static loading secreted less PRG4. The study [6] concludes that the paradigm that mechanical stimuli regulate biosynthesis in cartilage appears operative not only for load bearing matrix constituents, but also for PRG4 molecules mediating lubrication).
Other studies refer to the Hueter-Volkmann law of epiphyseal pressures which describes an inverse relationship between static compressive forces parallel to the axis of epiphyseal growth and the rate of growth of that cartilage. Dynamic compressive forces can stimulate epiphyseal cartilage growth. It is the amount and kind of loading that are important factors to accelerate epiphyseal growth [8] . Furthermore, other authors also state that "it has previously been demonstrated that dynamic deformational loading of chondrocyte-seeded agarose hydrogels over the course of 1 month can increase construct mechanical and biochemical properties relative to free-swelling controls" [15] . When applied in concert, dynamic deformational loading and TGF-beta1 or IGF-I growth factors increased the aggregate modulus of engineered constructs by 277 or 245%, respectively, an increase greater than the sum of either stimulus applied alone. These results support the hypothesis that the combination of chemical and mechanical promoters of matrix biosynthesis can optimize the growth of tissue-engineered cartilage constructs [9] .
Specially designed scaffolds (honeycomb-like structure that is stiffer in one direction than another) encourage cells to align themselves in the same direction, inducing direction-specific mechanical and electrical properties of the engineered tissue. When cells were lined up parallel to an electric field, they beat in sync more readily, which has been used for engineering heart tissue (the cells of the heart are arranged in specific directions) [10] .
Scaffolds as robots
First, it is argued on the advantages of having flexible scaffolds that move their components and reconfigure. The previous section reviewed evidence that mechanical stress/loading, in particular dynamical stress (dynamical tissue stimulation) is beneficial for cell growth. Scaffolds with movement flexibility can mechanically stimulate the tissue growth in better ways than fixed (rigid) ones. The following discusses some specific types of movement.
(a) Scaffold vibration (successive compression and expansion in respect to certain points/axes) illustrated in Figure 2 .a. This movement provides quasi-static and dynamical stress/stimulation to the cells growing inside the scaffold (see e.g. the honeycomb structure referred earlier for muscle tissue). The control signal for these vibrations may be periodic, possibly sinusoidal; optimal excitation profiles would need to be determined through experiments and would be problem dependent.
(b) Relative move between parts (at the larger scale), e.g. as induced by two articulated segments, with rotational capability at the contact area, as in 2.b.
(c) Isotropic modifications in size (preserving shape, uniform along all directions), for example increasing in size to accommodate in-vivo growth. This may be useful if the scaffold is implanted for example in a newborn, and needs to accommodate body increases in size. Also it appears useful in building large scaffolds: literature refers to the fact that traditional cell-seeding techniques may not provide enough cell mass for larger constructs [16] . In this case we propose to start with the seeded smaller scaffold and gradually increase its size. Movements of the scaffold can be pre-programmed or determined in reaction to sensed parameters and computed scenarios based on objectives for optimal tissue growth/ organ growth/repair. Scaffolds could be endowed with various degrees of 'autonomy', from being totally pre-programmed (e.g as simple reactive systems that change according to a function dependent on time or temperature etc) to computing all future changes/modifications (while here we referred relative movements/configuration changes, this extends to drug delivery profiles, etc). In the simpler case, these changes could be embedded in the material itself. For example, minimally invasive shape memory polymers (SMP) (can enter body trough small incisions or natural orifices) allow implantation of a device in its small temporary shape; after activating the shape memory (e.g. by temperature increase) it assumes its permanent (and mostly bulkier) shape [11] .
At this point we can already refer to these scaffolds as robots -since they share the main characteristics (of being able to perform predetermined or computed movement as their macroscale/industrial counterparts. Other properties will also be useful for future scaffolds, and bring them closer to the modern robots. Beyond movement/reconfiguration, enabled by controlled actuation, these are sensing, computing/control, and communications.
Sensing (including measurement of various physical and chemical parameters, such as pH, temperature, stress, EMG field) would provide information on cell response, which can be used to improve drug release and mechanical actions.
Computing of even simple algorithms for mapping sensing to action is challenging and may benefit from good (still to be developed) models. It determines controls for efficient/optimal drug release and movement, need to be determined at a previous moment or during operation.
In long term it appears beneficial to endow scaffolds with a communications capability: as receiver, for teleoperation/remote control (of movement, drug release), or as transmitter of information sensed or determined by scaffold, scaffold state, etc. It allows correlation of actions with other tissue/organs, interaction with outside the body instrumentation and remote operation -from outside the human body.
Treating scaffolds with above properties as robots is a perspective shift that may offer advantages in the design and exploitation of these structures of the future.
Biocompatible and biodegradable robots
Robotic scaffolds would form a special class of biocompatible and biodegradable robots. They would operate in direct contact with tissue and body fluids, inside bodies, and at specific times, parts/all of the robot would be absorbed by tissue around it.
While biocompatibility has been a requirement for a variety of medical/surgical robots, the idea of biodegradable robots has only recently appeared. As a fictional/inspirational idea it was mentioned in the context of a pollution collector biodegradable robot [12] . It was also central to Tufte University's proposed research to DARPA's ChemBot Program, which aims at using allbiodegradable biopolymer systems for robots in a broad range of environmental applications, as well as medical scenarios, "not requiring retrieval after completion of the designated tasks but with the expectation robots will literally disappear after completing their mission" [13] .
For actuation, magnetic control could be an option. One can use for example, the type of high magnetization biodegradable/ biocompatible polymer-coated magnetic nanospheres described in [17] . These would be used for example as in figure 3 , where scaffold holes (pores/tubues) would be coated with a (biodegradable) substance with magnetic, piezo or other other properties allowing controllability. These could ensure the compression/expansion as indicated in Figure 2 .a. The increase in size as indicated in Figure 2 .c could be achieved for example with a telescopic construction as in Figure 4 .
The concept illustrates the folding/unfolding (a fanlike construction is also an alternative), based on sliding of surfaces on top of each other, to increase area coverage or compress in minimal space. An actuator coating between surfaces would induce the movement. Ensuring implementations for sensing, computing, control/actuation of intrinsically for robotic scaffolds (and biodegradable robots in general) is an open problem. A 'conventional' electronic information processing would require appropriate use of electrical properties of the biodegradable materials to implement needed functionality. The literature offers some information on the electrical conduction properties of several biodegradable polymers, for example in [14] ; dielectric properties of biodegradable polymers are treated in [15] . One needs to observe a system-level integration approach of biocompatible robotic components, most likely in a distributed architecture, which would minimize 'wiring' of various subsystems. A structure often spoken of for future computing is the carbon nanotube. With biodegradable properties, these may offer promise for being a substrate for in-vivo computing (e.g. poly(butylene succinate)/multi-walled carbon nanotube (PBS/MWNT) hybrids (see the properties reviewed in [18] ).
Finally, in particular in the context of in-vivo operation, power is an important aspect to be considered, since clearly allowing wires in is an option of little appeal. Alternatively, power could be beamed in, or, preferably, could be harvested from surrounding tissue. In fact this idea has already been demonstrated, at least in restricted conditions. A Korean team made a miniature scale robot from a biocompatible and elastic materialpolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), with three strips of PDMS legs connected across a body. Cardiomyocytes (heart muscle tissue from rat heart) were then plated on the grooved top surface of the backbone, resulting in a high concentration of pulsating cells. The relaxing and contracting heart muscle cells obtained energy from a glucose culture medium, providing the power needed for contractions of the legs which bended in such a way that resulted in a propulsive motion at an average velocity of 100 µm s -1 [19] .
Summary
This paper introduced the concept of robotic scaffolds, a class of biocompatible/biodegradable robots. The dynamic stress/stimulation of cells by these scaffolds is expected to have a positive effects on tissue growth; the reconfigurability should address problems in building scaffolds that are large or need to modify size. Sensing combined with pre-computed, remotely computed and communicated or in-vivo (scaffold) computed optimal scenarios would allow most effective mechanical stimulation and drug release for tissue/organ development.
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